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Abstrat
It is well known that magneti elds aet heat ondution in a dierent way in the
diretion parallel and perpendiular to the eld. In this paper a formal derivation of this
phenomenon and analytial expressions for the transport oeients based in the Boltz-
mann equation are presented. Moreover, the Dufour eet or diusion thermo eet is
usually ignored in plasma transport theory. In this work, analyti expressions for the paral-
lel and perpendiular thermal ondutivities as well as the oeients for both the thermal
diusion, or Soret, eet and the Dufour eet are formally derived. It is also shown how
the heat ondution in the perpendiular diretion dereases with inreasing magneti eld
and how in both diretions the diusion thermo eet is signiant ompared to thermal
ondution. Other aspets of this work are also emphasized.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of transport proesses in plasmas is about to reah its seventieth birth-
day. Indeed, in 1936-1937 Landau published his pioneering paper by asting the
Boltzmann ollision integral in the form of a Fokker-Plank equation thus regarding
that ollisions in plasmas may be treated diusively. Using very intuitive arguments
he then arrived to what is today known as the ollision integral in the logarithmi
approximation for a gas with Coulomb interations [1℄. This method has beome
the basis of pratially all approahes to the study of suh proesses in many ap-
pliations. For instane, most of the work involving astrophysial problems use this
method as further developed by Spitzer and ollaborators [2, 3℄ over fty years ago,
also later by other authors [4, 5℄ and independently by Braginski [6, 7℄. The last
eort along these lines is the apparently not fully reognized but magnient work
on transport theory in plasmas written by Balesu in 1988 [8℄. In our opinion it is
probably the best and most omplete report written on the subjet as of today. After
Balesu's work, researh on the kineti theory of plasmas seems to have diverted in
two diretions. One is related to the kineti problems whih arise in fusion-related
researh. In tokamaks and other devies, the geometry and inhomogeneities present
in the relatively large magneti elds that prevail, aet the partile dynamis in a
ruial way. This topi is referred to as neolassial transport [9℄ and the literature
here is abundant, a sample of whih may be found in Refs. [10, 11℄ and the works
ited therein. The seond appliation is harateristi in astrophysial problems
where the Spitzer-Braginski approah seems to dominate. Typial situations are re-
lated to the problem of thermal ondution in tangled magneti elds [12℄, thermal
ondution in lusters of galaxies [13℄ and similar problems [14℄[15℄. A few papers
deal with traditional kineti theory but they do not seem to proliferate. An example
of a formal kineti treatment of a two temperature gas an be found in Ref. [16℄
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and of a multispeies plasma in Ref. [17℄. However, a ommon denominator in most
reent works in plasma kineti theory is the use of the Landau-Fokker-Plank version
of the kineti equation and few have used the full Boltzmann equation to study this
question. Indeed, in a reent authoritative monograph on the subjet [18℄ it is learly
stated that Braginski's equations are now being universally aepted and beause
of their ompleteness and orretness are onsidered standard. We shall ome bak
to these statements later on.
On the other hand, another approah to the study of transport phenomena in
plasmas, using the full properties of the Boltzmann equation, was rst attempted
by Chapman and Cowling in 1939 in the rst edition of their monumental work on
kineti theory [19℄. It is very likely that sine they had in mind mostly appliations
to the physis of metals, their method did not permeate to other branhes of physis
as smoothly as the Spitzer-Braginski ones did. In 1960 W. Marshall wrote a series of
three reports entitled The Kineti Theory of an Ionized Gas in whih he extended
the preliminary results of Chapman and Cowling to the alulation of the transport
oeients of suh a system when no magneti eld is present and in the presene of
a magneti eld. Apparently these papers were never published in a regular journal
and have thus been ignored in most work done in this subjet [20℄.
Another question that has been ompletely ignored in the several approahes to
the transport proesses, with the sole exeption of Balesu's work [8℄, is the deriva-
tion of the basi assumptions of Classial Irreversible Thermodynamis (CIT) from
a kineti model. This not just means disussions about the approah to equilib-
rium of a harged system, the H-theorem, and the expliit alulation of the entropy
prodution exhibiting onsisteny with the seond law of thermodynamis. It also
inludes the derivation of the omplete equations relating the appropriate uxes with
their orresponding thermodynami fores, the alulation of transport oeients
involved therein, speially those assoiated with the so-alled ross-eets, and then
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showing expliitly that the matrix of suh transport oeients is a symmetri one,
the well known Onsager reiproity theorem. Curiously enough, even for an in-
ert multiomponent mixture of dilute gases this latter property was obtained only
reently [21℄. This omplete program has been aomplished for the so-alled veto-
rial transport proesses in a dilute plasma, heat ondution, diusion and eletrial
ondution. However the omplete work, whih inludes visomagnetism, is simply
too bulky to attempt a publiation in a single regular artile [22℄.
In this paper we would like to disuss with ertain detail the problems of heat
ondution and diusion using the full Boltzmann equation as a formalism whih
not only involves the full two body dynamis of the interating speies but it also
allows one to fulll the program desribed in the previous paragraph. One reason for
doing so is that these proesses have beome rather important in many astrophysial
appliations, speially in the enigmati problem of the so-alled ooling ows [13,
14, 23, 24℄. The main result whih we want to emphasize here is that besides the
heat transfer rates whih arise from simple heat ondution due to thermal gradients,
results whih are essentially in agreement with those of Spitzer and Braginski, the
inuene of diusion (mass transport) is rather surprising. With or without the
presene of a magneti eld, the diusion thermo eet or Dufour eet, as well as
the pressure thermal eet, seem to play a rather important role in enhaning heat
ondution. To our knowledge this partiular result has never been published. It is
as striking as the thermal analog of the well known Hall eet, the so-alled Righi-
Ledu eet, whih we have reported in a separate paper [25℄. Although similar
results are also present in the ase of eletrial ondution we shall not deal with
them here to keep the size of this paper within a reasonable length.
Yet, another reason for arrying out this work is to provide the kineti foundations
of magnetohydrodynamis within the framework of CIT whih, as mentioned above,
was partially done in Ref. [8℄ and later on extended to the relativisti regime [26℄.
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The struture of the paper is as follows. In Setion II we briey summarize the
tenets of lassial irreversible thermodynamis, Setion III is devoted to the kineti
theory behind the alulation. In Setion IV we ompute and disuss the transport
oeients and Setion V is left for some onluding remarks.
II. THERMODYNAMIC BACKGROUND
Classial irreversible thermodynamis [27, 28℄ establishes that for any physial
system in a non-equilibrium state the onservation equations whih govern the time
evolution of the orresponding loal state variables together with the assumption that
the loal entropy is a time independent funtional of the subset of suh variables,
whih are even under time reversal, lead to the well known entropy balane equation,
namely
∂ (ρs)
∂t
+∇ · ~Js = σ . (1)
In Eq. (1) ρ and s are the loal density and entropy respetively, ~Js is a vetor
determining the entropy ux through the system's boundaries and σ the entropy
prodution whih may be expressed as a sum of produts of the uxes Ji produed
by the thermodynami fores Xi (both quantities being, in general, tensors)
σ =
∑
Ji ◦ Xi , (2)
where ◦ indiates a produt of equal rank tensors.
To supply the suient information so that the onservation equations are well
determined one assumes that linear onstitutive equations hold true
Jk =
∑
j
LkjXk , (3)
where the matrix Lkj , the transport oeients matrix, must be symmetrial Lkj =
Ljk, the well known Onsager's reiproity theorem.
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For the partiular situation to be onsidered in this paper, a binary mixture of
an inert ionized gas, Eq. (3) would be normally written as follows [29℄. If
~Jq and ~Jmi
denote the heat and mass uxes then
~Jq = −L11∇T − L12~dij , (4)
~Ji = −L21∇T − L22~dij , (5)
where
~dij = −~dji is the well known diusive fore. The oeient L11 is the thermal
ondutivity, L12 is related to the diusion thermo eet, L22 is the generalized
diusion oeient and L21 the thermal diusion oeient well known as the Soret
eet. More details about them will be disussed later on. In the
~dij representation
it has reently been shown that for an ordinary multiomponent ideal mixture [21℄
L12 = L21 , (6)
whih is Onsager's theorem. This theorem, as pointed out in Ref. [21℄ does not hold
for arbitrary hoies of the thermodynami fores but we shall not pursue this matter
here.
The main objetive of this paper is to derive Eqs. (4) and (5) for the ase of the
two omponent mixture present in an ionized gas, namely eletrons and ions, in the
presene of a magneti eld with expliit expressions for the transport oeients and
to arefully analyze their signiane. The proof of Onsager's reiproity theorem
follows at one from the results of Ref. [21℄ in the absene of a magneti eld. With
a magneti eld the proof will be given elsewhere.
III. KINETIC THEORY
In order to arry out the above program we make use of the Boltzmann equation,
implying that our system is a dilute mixture of eletrially harged partiles with
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harges ei, masses mi (i = a, b) and assume that the ions are protons (Z = 1). If
fi is the single partile distribution funtion of speies i dened as usual in µ−spae
(~r, ~vi) then,
∂fi
∂t
+ ~vi · ∂fi
∂~r
+
ei
mi
(
~E + ~vi × ~B
)
· ∂fi
∂~vi
=
b∑
i,j=a
J (fifj) . (7)
Here J (fifj) is the well known ollision kernel [19, 20℄ taking into aount ollisions
between partiles of dierent and same speies. Also, to avoid eets arising from the
long range Coulomb potentials, the integration limits are alulated with a uto at
a distane λd, the Debye ut-o distane whih is the well known value of the impat
parameter allowed for the denition of a ollision.
The eletromagneti fore is introdued as the Lorentz fore where the magneti
eld is weak enough suh that the prevailing Larmor frequeny, namely ωi = eiB/mi,
is suh that ωiτ (where τ is the harateristi time between ollisions) is not to large.
Thus, we are onsidering a regime in whih ollisions prevail over ylotron motion.
In this fore, the eletri and magneti elds are the self-onsistent elds derived
from the Maxwell equations [8℄.
One Eq. (7) is learly dened one ought to proeed with the derivation of the
onservation equations and the proof of the H-theorem. The former is a standard
step widely disussed in the literature [19, 30, 31℄. The seond one is a little bit more
triky due to the presene of the magneti eld [22℄ but leads, for a wide lass of
external potentials, to an equilibrium state desribed by a Maxwellian distribution.
Here, for simpliity, we are assuming that Ta = Tb ≡ T . Also it is quite lear that
the solution to the homogeneous part of Eq. (7) is given by
f
(0)
i (~r, ~vi, t) = n (~r, t)
(
mi
2πkT (~r, t)
)3/2
e−
mic
2
i
2kT (~r,t) , (8)
where ~ci = ~vi − ~u (~r, t), ~u (~r, t) = (na~ua + nb~ub) /n are the haoti and baryentri
veloity respetively, n = na + nb is the number density and all these quantities
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are loally dened. The loal temperature T (~r, t) is dened through the internal
energy density ε (~r, t) by the standard ideal gas law. In Eq. (8) the eletri eld has
been ignored for simpliity, as will be in the rest of this artile but an be easily
inorporated in the formalism through its potential as a onservative fore.
We thus proeed diretly to the solution of Eq. (7) following the Hilbert-Chapman-
Enskog method widely disussed in the literature [19, 30, 31℄. The method is based
on two assumptions, rstly that fi an be expanded in a power series in Knudsen's
parameter ǫ whih is a measure of the magnitude of the marosopi gradients within
the extension of the physial system and seondly, that the time dependene of fi o-
urs only through the loal state variables, n (~r, t), ~u (~r, t) and ε (~r, t), or equivalently
T (~r, t). Then
fi (~r, ~vi, t) = f
(0)
i (~r, ~vi|n, ~u, T )
[
1 + ǫϕ
(1)
i (~r, ~vi|n, ~u, T ) +O
(
ǫ2
)]
, (9)
where n, ~u and T are funtions of ~r and t. For ǫ = 0, fi = f
(0)
i whih when substituted
in the onservation equations leads to the Euler equations of magnetohydrodynamis.
To rst order in ǫ, sine the right side of Eq. (7) is already of order ǫ we get, after
substitution of Eq. (9) in Eq. (7) and a lengthy but straightforward manipulation of
the left side, the linearized Boltzmann equation, namely
mi
kT
~ci
0
~ci : ∇
0
~u+
[(
mic
2
i
2kT
− 5
2
) ∇T
T
+
n
ni
~dij
]
· ~ci = − mi
ρkT
b∑
j=a
ej
∫
d~cj f
(0)
j ϕ
(1)
j
(
~cj × ~B
)
· ~ci
− ei
mi
(
~ci × ~B
)
· ∂ϕ
(1)
i
∂~vi
+ C
(
ϕ
(1)
i
)
+ C
(
ϕ
(1)
i ϕ
(1)
j
)
i = a, b , (10)
where the supersript 0 over a tensor indiates its symmetri and traeless part.
In Eq. (10), C
(
ϕ
(1)
i
)
, C
(
ϕ
(1)
i ϕ
(1)
j
)
are the linearized ollision kernels whose expliit
form is also well known [19, 30, 31℄ and
~dij is the diusive vetor fore given by
~dij ≡ ∇
(ni
n
)
+
ninj
n
(
mj −mi
ρ
) ∇p
p
+
ninj
ρp
(miej −mjei) ~u× ~B , (11)
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whih satises the property
~dij = −~dji.
The solution to Eq. (10) follows from the standard tehnique in the theory of
integral equations using the fat that its struture resembles that of a system of
linear inhomogeneous integral equations. Negleting the term
mi
kT
~ci
0
~ci : ∇
0
~u, whih
involves seond rank tensors and is important only when studying visomagneti
eets [22℄, one gets that (see Refs. [21℄ and [30℄),
ϕ
(1)
i =
~Ai · ∇T + ~Di · ~dij , (12)
where
~Aj and ~Di are the most general vetors that an be onstruted from the base
vetors in our spae ~ci, ~ci × ~B and
(
~ci × ~B
)
× ~B = ~B
(
~cj · ~B
)
− B2~cj, whene
~Ai = A
(1)
i ~ci + A
(2)
i ~ci × ~B + A(3)i ~B
(
~ci · ~B
)
, (13)
and
~Di = D
(1)
i ~ci + D
(2)
i ~ci × ~B + D(3)i ~B
(
~ci · ~B
)
, (14)
where A
(k)
i , D
(k)
i (k = 1, 2, 3) are funtions of all salars in this spae,
(n, T, c2i , B
2,
(
~ci · ~B
)2
).
The next step is to substitute Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eq. (10) and separate terms
in ∇T and ~dij. The algebrai proedure is both lengthy and triky. It is outlined in
Appendix A. The nal result is that one gets a set of two linear integral equations
for eah of the funtions
~Ai and ~Di namely
f
(0)
i
(
mc2i
2kT
− 5
2
)
~ci = f
(0)
i {C (~ciRi) + C (~ciRi + ~cjRj)} , (15)
f
(0)
i
(
mc2i
2kT
− 5
2
)
~ci = −f (0)i
mi
kT
iB~ciG − f (0)i
ei
mi
~ciiBAi
+ f
(0)
i {C (~ciAi) + C (~ciAi + ~cjAj)} , (16)
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where Ri = A(1)i +B2A(3)i for i = a, b. Also, in Eq. (16)
Ai = A(1)i + iBA(2)i , (17)
G = G(1)B + iBG(2)B , (18)
where G
(1)
B and G
(2)
B are dened in Appendix A.
An idential set of equations is obtained for D
(k)
i exept that the inhomogeneous
term is f
(0)
i
n
ni
~ci, the Ai's are substituted by Di's and G by a funtion K also dened in
the Appendix A. Equations (15) and (16) and their analogs for the Di funtions are
the furthest results that an be obtained without resorting to the expliit form of the
interation potential between the dierent speies. The evaluation of the linearized
ollision terms involved in the homogeneous parts of these equations will lead to the
standard ollision integrals [20, 29℄.
The solution to Eqs. (15) and (16) is somewhat lengthy. We st notie that
Eq. (15) does not ontain any expliit ontribution of the magneti eld, the Ri
funtion does not involve any property other than those already assoiated with the
Ai's so that its solution an be immediately implied from the one arising for the
same problem involving only an inert dilute mixture and its solution is available in
any standard book on kineti theory [20, 30, 31℄, although we will ome bak to it
in Appendix B. On the other hand Eq. (16) is dierent on aount of the rst two
terms in the right side involving the magneti eld (iB). To aomplish its solution
we follow the almost orthodox methods in kineti theory, namely to expand the un-
known funtions A
(k)
i (and D
(k)
i ) in terms of a omplete orthonormal set of funtions,
the Sonine (Laguerre) polynomials. Thus we write that
A
(k)
j =
∞∑
m=0
a
(k)(m)
j S
(m)
3/2
(
c2i
)
k = 1, 2, 3 , (19)
where the Sonine polynomials are dened elsewhere [29, 31℄ and have the property
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that ∫ ∞
0
e−x
2
S(p)n (x)S
(q)
n (x) x
2n+1dx =
Γ(n + p+ q)
2p!
δpq , (20)
and the rst few of them are S
(0)
n (x) = 1, S
(1)
n (x) = −x+ n + 1 and
S(2)n (x) =
1
2
(n+ 1) (n + 2)− (n + 2)x+ x
2
2
. (21)
In Eq. (19) the oeients a
(k)(m)
j are funtions of the salars n, T, c
2
i , B
2
, and(
~ci · ~B
)2
. A similar expression holds for D
(k)
j .
Clearly, for Eq. (17),
Ai = A(1)i + iBA(2)i =
∞∑
m=0
a
(m)
j S
(m)
3/2
(
c2i
)
, (22)
with
a
(m)
i = a
(1)(m)
i + iB a
(2)(m)
i . (23)
Equations (19), (22) and (23) onsiderably redue both the struture of the inte-
gral equation [Eq. (16)℄ and its analog for the D
(k)
i funtions as well as the subsidiary
onditions, Eqs. (C1) in Appendix C. In fat, introduing the dimensionless veloity
~wi =
√
mi
2kT
~ci , (24)
notiing that f
(0)
i = ni
(
mi
2πkT
)3/2
e−w
2
i
and using Eq. (20) we get, after straightforward
integration that
b∑
i=a
ni
(
a
(1)(0)
i +B
2a
(3)(0)
i
)
= 0 , (25)
b∑
i=a
nia
(0)
i = 0 , (26)
this implying that all oeients a
(n)
i for n > 0 are not restrited, and also that
G =
∑
j
njej
mj
kT a
(0)
j , (27)
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and a similar expression for the funtion K dened in the Appendix A.
As we shall see below, the solution to the integral equations (15) and (16) is
onsiderably simplied if we rst ompute expliitly the uxes in terms of the fores,
Eqs. (4) and (5), and obtain formal expressions for the transport oeients. This
will be the subjet of the following setion.
IV. TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
This setion is devoted to the expliit alulation of both the mass and heat uxes
using the results of the previous setions and some rather well known results of
irreversible thermodynamis. Let us begin with the transport of mass. The diusion
ux for speies a is dened as
~Ja = ma
∫
~caf
(0)
a ϕ
(1)
a d~ca . (28)
Substituting Eqs. (11) and (12) into Eq. (28) and notiing that all the resulting inte-
grals ontain the dyad ~ca~ca, we get with the use of Eqs. (19) and (20) that∫
f (0)a
∞∑
m=0
a(i)(m)a S
(m)
3/2 ~ca~cad~ca =
na
ma
kTa(i)(0)a I , (29)
where I is the unit tensor and use has been made of the fat that the ontribu-
tion arising from the symmetri traeless part of ~ca~ca vanishes. The same result is
obtained for the Di funtions so that after olleting all terms we get that,
~Ja = nak
{
a(1)(0)a ∇T + a(2)(0)a ∇T × ~B + a(3)(0)a
(
~B · ∇T
)
~B
+T
[
d(1)(0)a
~dab + d
(2)(0)
a
~dab × ~B +
(
~B · ~dab
)
~B d(3)(0)a
]}
, (30)
and a similar expression for
~Jb sine ~Ja + ~Jb = 0 and ~dab = −~dba. Equation (30) is a
very eloquent result namely, knowledge of mass ux requires not the full information
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ontained in the innite series of Eq. (19) but only of six oeients, three for eah
of the thermodynami fores, ∇T and ~dij. This fat will onsiderably simplify the
solution of the integral equations derived in the previous setions. Notie also how
the magneti eld inuenes the diusive, thermal and mehanial eets whih give
rise to the mass ux. This is readily appreiated examining Eq. (11) whih even
in the absene of an external onservative eld has two ontributions, one arising
from the standard diusion (the rst two terms) and another one arising from the
magneti fore term ~u × ~B. Moreover, the thermal diusion eet (proportional to
∇T ) is given by the rst three terms in Eq. (30), eah one representing a dierent
ontribution. Referring our vetors to a artesian oordinate system, if we hoose
~B
along the z-axis, ~B = Bkˆ, then the third term is simply B2 ∂T
∂z
kˆ whih applies as well
to the last term, so that Eq. (30) may be rewritten as
~Ja = nak
{(
a(1)(0)a +B
2a(3)(0)a
)∇‖T + a(1)(0)a ∇⊥T + a(2)(0)a B∇sT
+ T
[(
d(1)(0)a +B
2d(3)(0)a
)
~dab‖ + d
(1)(0)
a
~dab⊥T + d
(2)(0)
a B
~dab s
]}
, (31)
where ∇‖T = ∂T∂z kˆ and suh term represents the mass ux parallel to the magneti
eld; ∇⊥T = ∂T∂x iˆ+ ∂T∂y jˆ is the thermal fore giving rise to the ow of mass in the plane
perpendiular to the magneti eld and nally ∇sT = ∂T∂x jˆ− ∂T∂y iˆ is the thermal fore
produing a mass ow whih is perpendiular to both the diretion of the eld and
to ∇T . Similar features also hold for the diusion fore ~dij whih will be analyzed
in detail later on. We must also mention that when
~B = 0, this last ontribution
vanishes and Eq. (31) redues to
~Ja = nak a
(1)(0)
a ∇T + nakT d(1)(0)a ~dab , (32)
whih is of the standard form required by non-equilibrium thermodynamis [f.
Eq. (5)℄. Here nak a
(1)(0)
a is the so-alled Soret or thermal diusion oeient [27, 28℄.
In the presene of a magneti eld there will be three ontributions to the Soret eet
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whih are easily written down from Eq. (31) and the results of Appendix B. Indeed,
if we denote these oeients by S, then we get that
S‖ =
nkτ
2
× 2.9 kg
smK
,
where ϕ is dened in Eq. (B16). Similarly, using Eqs. (B3) and (B19) one gets that
S⊥ =
nkτ
2∆1
(
56.3− 662x2 − 2.25x4) kg
smK
,
where
∆1(x) = 19 + 2078x
2 + 2650x4 + 9x6 . (33)
Here x = ωeτ where the mean free time τ , is obtained diretly from the ollision
integrals (see Appendix B), and is given by
τ =
4 (2π)3/2
√
me (kT )
3/2 ǫ20
ne4ψ
, (34)
Finally, using the same equations
Ss =
nkτ
2∆1
(
647x+ 2.2x3
) kg
smK
,
The values of these oeients as funtions of x are plotted on Fig. 1.
Let us now turn our attention to the ow of heat. Aording to the tenets of CIT
the heat urrent is dened as [27, 28℄
~J ′q =
~Jq −
∑
k
hk
~Jk
mk
, (35)
where hk is the enthalpy of the k
th
omponent whih is equal to
5
2
kT for an ideal
gas. Thus in kineti theory, the analog of this equation is learly given by
~J ′q =
~Jq − 5
2
kT
(
~Ja
ma
+
~Jb
mb
)
, (36)
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or using the standard denition of
~Jq as well as Eq. (28) we get that,
~J ′q = kT
b∑
i=a
∫ (
mic
2
i
2kT
− 5
2
)
~cif
(0)
i ϕ
(1)
i d~ci (37)
We now perform the following steps: substitute Eqs. (12-14) and (19) in Eq. (37) and
after examination of the six resulting terms realize that all of them have as ommon
fator the integral
b∑
i=a
∫ (
mic
2
i
2kT
− 5
2
)
1
3
c2i f
(0)
i
∞∑
m=0
a
(j)(m)
i S
(m)
3/2 d~ci = −
5
2
kT
∑
i
ni
mi
a
(j)(1)
i , (38)
and a similar result for the d
(k)
i funtions. This leads to the result that
~J ′q = −
5
2
k2T
∑
i
ni
mi
{
a
(1)(1)
i ∇T + a(2)(1)i ~B ×∇T + a(3)(1)i
(
~B · ∇T
)
~B
+ T
[
d
(1)(1)
i
~dab + d
(2)(1)
i
~B × ~dab + d(3)(1)i
(
~B · ~dab
)
~B
]}
, (39)
where are has to be taken in the seond summation to aount for the property
that
~dab = −~dba. Equation (39) ontains all possible ontributions to the ow of heat
inluding those arising from the magneti eld sine ~u× ~B is present in the diusive
fore
~dab. Moreover, eah term has the same struture of the two ontributions
appearing in Eqs. (30) and (31) so that there will be three diretions of heat ow,
the one parallel to
~B and whih is unaeted by the eld, one perpendiular to ~B
and a third perpendiular to both
~B and ∇T . These latter one is the analog of the
Hall eet in eletromagnetism and is known as the Righi-Ledu eet. This eet,
disovered in 1887, was arefully studied by W. Voigt in 1903 [28, 32℄ and disussed
elsewhere [25℄.
Clearly, if
~B = 0 the ordinary (Fourier) thermal ondutivity is simply given by
κ‖ =
5
2
k2T
b∑
i=a
ni
mi
a
(1)(1)
i , (40)
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whose alulation demands only knowledge of two oeients a
(1)(1)
i , i = a, b, not
restrited by subsidiary onditions, instead of the full knowledge of the innite series
involved in Eq. (19). In the diusion thermo eet, usually referred to as the Dufour
eet, a little are is required to examine the transport oeient sine even if
~B = 0, ~dab ontains two ontributions, one arising from ∇
(
na
n
)
and another one,
the so-alled pressure diusion oeient proportional to ∇p [.f. Eq. (11)℄. The
resulting equation is of the form
~J ′q = κ∇T −D12 ~dab , (41)
where
D12 =
5
2
(kT )2
b∑
i=a
ni
mi
d
(1)(1)
i , (42)
whih is of the standard form required by non-equilibrium thermodynamis.
The nal step to be undertaken here is to alulate the twelve oeients whih
appear in Eqs. (31) and (39), respetively and that requires the expliit solution of
the integral equations (15) and (16) and their analogs for the D
(k)
i funtions under the
assumption stated in Eq. (19) together with the subsidiary onditions, Eqs. (25) and
(26) and their analogs for the d
(0)
i oeients. This involves, one more, a rather
lengthy and stritly mathematial proedure inluding the detailed evaluation of
fourteen ollision integrals whih for ompleteness reasons, is outlined in Appendix B.
In what follows we shall simply quote the results there obtained. Let us onentrate
on the rst line of Eq. (39), set
~B = Bkˆ along the z-axis and write for the ondutive
part of the heat ux, (
~J ′q
)c
= −κ‖∇‖T − κ⊥∇⊥T − κs∇sT , (43)
where eah term an be easily identied form Eq. (39). Thus, using Eqs. (B16) and
(B17) we obtain,
κ‖ =
5
4
k2T
me
× 2.01nτ J
sK m
. (44)
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As expeted, κ‖ does not depend on ~B and has been obtained taking into aount
that for Z = 1, a hydrogen plasma, mp = 1836me and assuming further that na =
nb = n/2, the plasma is fully ionized. k is Boltzmann's onstant, me and e are the
eletron mass and harge, respetively, ǫ0 the eletrial onstant in Farads−m−1 and
ψ is Coulomb's logarithmi funtion
ψ = ln
[
1 +
(
16πkTλdǫ0
e2
)2]
, (45)
obtained from the ollision integrals. Debye's harateristi shielding length, λd, is
dened as
λd =
√
ǫ0kT
ne2
. (46)
It is important to mention that Eq. (44) is in agreement with the Spitzer-Braginski
result to within 10% as the interested reader may easily verify. On the other hand
the expressions for κ⊥ and κs are strongly eld dependent and aording to the set
of equations (B19) are given by
κ⊥ =
5
4
k2T
me
nτ
∆1
× (38.7 + 2270x2 + 161x4) J
sK m
, (47)
κs =
5
4
k2T
me
nτ
∆1
× (206x+ 2644x3) J
sK m
, (48)
and ∆1 is dened in (33). Figure 2 learly exhibits the behavior of the three ondu-
tivities for weak elds. A number of omments about these results is pertinent. In
the rst plae κ⊥, the thermal ondutivity for the heat ow along the (x, y) plane,
redues to κ‖ when ~B = 0 as may be easily veried. Sine in this ase κs = 0 we
reover Eq. (41), that is the ordinary Fourier's onstitutive equation. These results
for the parallel and perpendiular omponents of the heat ux (for ωτ ≪ 1) agree
with those in Ref. [8℄. Seondly, the Righi-Ledu ondutivity [Eq. (48)℄ vanishes
when
~B = 0 and for a whole range of values ~B 6= 0 never exeeds the value of κ‖.
This is in agreement with Balesu's results [8℄.
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On the other hand, it is also interesting to ompare with the original results
obtained by Marshall [20℄. To do so we must larify exatly and preisely where the
dierenes are. We begin with the equation for the eletrial urrent written at the
bottom of page 22 in Marshall's report number 3, whih leads to Eq. (3.61). This
orret result is idential to ours. Next, he denes a new diusive fore
~D,
~D =
−pρ
e1m2 − e2m1
~d1 (49)
where
~d1 is given in Eq. (3.14). So far, so good. Then he writes the eletrial urrent
as shown in Eq. (3.62) and onludes that the oeients σI , σII and σIII are the
thermal diusion oeients. This is questionable. Firstly, the fore
~D has three
omponents, a oeient times∇(n1
n
), a oeient times∇p and the oeient of ~E ′,
see Eq. (3.63). The oeient of ∇(n1
n
), a onentration gradient that produes an
eletrial urrent is alled the "Dorn eet". The oeients of
~E ′ are the eletrial
ondutivities, when we have the ase ∇p = 0 (the pressure ontribution to ~j). The
oeients φI , φII and φIII , a thermal gradient ontributing to ~j, are the Thomson
oeients (thermoeletriity) none of whih have to do with thermal diusion. As
we shall point out later, mass and eletrial urrents are easily related to eah other
[see Eq. (58)℄ whene, exept for a numerial fator,
m1m2e
m1+m2
, the oeients of ∇T ,
φI-φIII, are indeed the same as the three Soret oeients whih we have expliitly
obtained in a dierent ontext (see Eq. (31) and Fig. 1 ). On the other hand, exept
for a numerial saling fator, σI , σII and σIII (Eqs. 7.8-7.10) are proportional to
the ordinary diusion oeients not disussed here.
Next we onsider the equation for the ow of heat. In the form written by Mar-
shall in Eq. (7.16), the θI , θII and θIII oeients, the thermal ondutivities given
in Eq. (7.19) are not preisely our κ‖, κ⊥ and κs beause our denitions of heat ow
dier by the term
5
2
kT (n1 〈~c1〉+ n2 〈~c2〉) whih aording to CIT should be inluded
in
~J ′q [see Eqs. (35) and (36) ℄ whereas Marshall deals with it a la Chapman and
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Cowling leading to ompliated expressions for the thermal ondutivities. Never-
theless the θ's and κ's have been here ompared as shown in Fig. 4. It is important
to emphasize that the expression used by us as the denition of the heat ux allows a
lear separation between thermodynami uxes and fores and has beome standard
sine the lassial work of de Groot and Mazur [27℄.
Finally, the oeients ζI−ζIII in Eq. (7.20) are related to the so-alled Benediks
eet in the presene of a magneti eld (oeients of
~E ′) and the diusion thermo
eet (oeients of∇ (ni
n
)
and∇p), the standard Dufour oeients, whih we shall
label "all together" and all the D‖, D⊥ andDs. These are absent in Marshall's work.
Indeed, in an entirely analogous fashion the seond line of Eq. (39) an be written
as (
~J ′q
)m
= −D‖ ~dab‖ −D⊥~dab⊥ −Ds~dab s , (50)
where using Eqs. (B20) leads to,
D‖ =
5
4
(kT )2
me
× 0.29nτ (51)
D⊥ =
5
4
(kT )2
me
nτ
∆1
× (5.6− 66.2x2 − 0.22x4) (52)
Ds =
5
4
(kT )2
me
nτ
∆1
× (64.7 + 0.22x3) (53)
One more when
~B = 0, D⊥ = D‖ and we reover Eq. (41) identifying D12 with D‖.
The magnitude of these oeients are shown in Fig. 3.
Let us examine in detail the struture of the diusive fore
~dij when the alula-
tions are performed in the omoving system so that ~u = 0. For the fully ionized gas
∇ni
n
= 0 and therefore,
~dij =
ninj
n
(
mj −mi
ρ
) ∇p
p
≃ 1
2
∇T
T
, (54)
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using also the fat that mj ≫ mi. For this ase, as mentioned above, the heat ux
is enhaned by the thermal pressure diusion sine Eq. (39) now reads
~J ′q = −
5
2
k2T
{
κ∗‖∇‖T + κ∗⊥∇⊥T + κ∗s∇sT
}
, (55)
where κ∗ = κ+ D
2T
for eah term. Note that, even in the absene of a magneti eld,
the parallel thermal ondutivity is enhaned by a fator κ∗‖/κ‖ of only about 7%.
The magnitudes of the eetive and standard thermal ondutivities are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5.
To nish this setion we must also emphasize the fat that there is a magneti
ontribution both to mass and energy transport that arises from the term
~dij =
ninj
pρ
(miej −mjei) ~u× ~B , (56)
whih also ontains the here negleted eets of an eletri eld whih, if present,
will appear in Eq. (56) as
~E ′ = ~E + ~u × ~B. This modiation is rather important
when studying the problem of eletrial ondution but we shall leave the details for
a future publiation.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have used the standard Boltzmann equation to study a fully
ionized dilute plasma in a magneti eld. The main results obtained are expliit
formulas for the transport oeients assoiated with mass and heat ux as well as
their ross eets. These latter ones have been ompletely ignored in the literature;
here we stress their importane for dierent values of the magneti eld for a given
partile density and temperature under the weak eld approximation so that if τ is
the mean ollision time, ωeτ , where ωe is the Larmor frequeny for eletrons, is not
too large. The full results are shown in the previous setion. These results onrm
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Balesu's onjeture stating that the values of the transport oeients are not
very sensitive to the method used in obtaining them. Also, we obtain an enhaned
heat ondution due to the Dufour ross-eet whih leads to an eetive thermal
ondutivity in all diretions [Eq. (55)℄ even in the absene of a magneti eld.
We ould have easily added an external eld
~E without any eort. This would
lead to the study of eletrial ondutivity sine in the expression for
~dij, Eq. (11),
the last term ontains the full Lorentz fore
~E+~u× ~B. Sine the eletrial ondution
ow is dened as
~Je =
b∑
i=a
ei
mi
~Jm , (57)
and
~Ja + ~Jb = 0,
~Je =
ma +mb
mamb
e ~Ja , (58)
thus, using the results for the mass ow,
~Je an be readily omputed from Eq. (58).
We avoided this disussion beause of the intrinsi interest of eletrial ondution
whih deserves a separate treatment. This has been disussed in another paper [34℄.
The restrition here to a fully ionized hydrogen plasma is merely didati. Taking
Z 6= 1 and setting na = X (~r, t) n where X (~r, t) < 1 is a trivial step, all the
ollision integrals in the Appendix B an be written in terms of X (~r, t). In suh
a ase ∇na
n
6= 0 and besides the pressure diusion oeient there will be a true
Fikian ontribution. The reader may pursue this generalization with no problem
whatsoever.
Finally, a word is indispensable onerning the results here obtained and those
obtained by Balesu [8℄ and Braginski [7℄ using the Fokker-Plank (FP) equation.
Balesu uses the Grad-like moment expansion method to ompute the transport
oeients both for eletrons and ions in a plasma for dierent values of Z. As we
mentioned in the previous setion the values for the thermal ondutivities of the
eletrons is rather satisfatory. No omparison is possible with any ross oeients
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sine neither he nor Braginski alulate them. However, a word of aution must
be here introdued. Moment methods, as has been learly pointed out reently
[35, 36℄, have to be dealt with arefully. On the one hand they may be subjet to
inonsistenies and seondly, when omputing a transport oeient, say with N (>5)
moments, it is not lear whih are the relevant ontributions arising from dierent
orders in the gradients. Although this problem may arise in the Chapman-Enskog
expansion it is automatially taken are o by Knudsen's parameter. Therefore
the dierent ontributions in suessive order in the gradients arise, Navier-Stokes,
Burnett (seond order), super-Burnett (third order) and so on. A fair omparison of
the two methods would in priniple require the introdution of suh a parameter in
the results derived from any moment expansion to lassify the dierent ontributions
in terms of the gradient order. Despite its drawbaks, this method is still used in
plasma kineti theory alulations (see for example Ref. [37℄)
The results obtained by Braginski are arefully examined by Balesu so it is not
neessary to repeat them here. Let us only add that in his result the relationship of
the FP equation with the tenets of CIT is not pursued. The fat that the harater-
isti vetor spae to whih the solution of the Boltzmann equation pertains is absent
prevents the full disussion of the various ross eets when
~B 6= 0. The so-alled
fritional fore introdued in the solution of the FP equation is artiial, the maro-
sopi (baryentri) veloity ~u is not a thermodynami fore and aording to Curie's
priniple [27℄ the only vetorial ows whih may ouple together are the heat, mass
and harge uxes. Thus we are onvined that our results are ner in their ontent
than those arising from the FP equation. We will not pursue this disussion further
sine it would lead us away from the objetive here aomplished.
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Appendix A: INTEGRAL EQUATIONS FOR
~Aj AND
~Dj
In this appendix we outline the proedure leading to Eqs. (15) and (16) starting
from Eq. (10). Substitution of Eq. (12) into Eq. (10) yields two equations,
f (0)a
(
mic
2
a
2kT
− 5
2
)
~ca = −f (0)a
ea
ma
(
~ca × ~B
)
· ∂
~Aa
~ca
− f (0)a
ma
ρkT
[∑
j
ej
∫
d~cjf
(0)
j
~Aj
(
~cj × ~B
)]
· ~ca (A1)
+ f (0)a
[
C
(
~Aa
)
+ C
(
~Aa + ~Ab
)]
,
an idential equation for speies b and two analogous equations for ~Da and ~Db whih
dier from Eq. (A1) in their inhomogeneous term,
na
n
~caf
(0)
a . Thus, the proedure to
be applied to Eq. (A1) is idential in the three other ases. Substitution of Eq. (13)
into Eq. (A1) splits eah term in this equation into three terms one for eah salar
funtion
~A
(i)
a , i = 1, 2, 3. Dene M as
M = −f (0)a
ea
ma
(
~ca × ~B
)
· ∂
∂~ca
[
A
(1)
a ~ca + A
(2)
a
(
~ca × ~B
)
+ A(3)a ~B
(
~ca · ~B
)]
−f (0)a
ma
ρkT
[∑
j
ej
∫
d~cjf
(0)
j
~Aj
(
~cj × ~B
)]
· ~ca , (A2)
and examine term by term. The rst one
(
~ca × ~B
)
· ∂
∂~ca
(
A
(1)
a ~ca
)
=
(
~ca × ~B
)
A
(1)
a (A3)
sine the seond term vanishes. For the seond one,
(
~ca × ~B
)
· ∂
∂~ca
[
A
(2)
a
(
~ca × ~B
)]
= A(2)a
(
~ca × ~B
)
· ∂
∂~ca
(
~ca × ~B
)
+
(
~ca × ~B
)
·
[(
~ca × ~B
) ∂A(2)a
∂~ca
]
. (A4)
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we make use of the vetor identity
∇~ca
(
~ca × ~B
)
= (∇~ca)× ~B = I× ~B ,
and thus
(
~ca × ~B
)
· ∇~ca
(
~ca × ~B
)
=
(
~ca × ~B
)
·
(
I× ~B
)
=
(
~ca × ~B
)
· ~B − B2~ca
where the subsript reminds us that all derivatives are taken with respet to ~ca. The
third term in the rst line of Eq. (A2) vanishes.
After exhanging
(
~cj × ~B
)
· ~ca = −
(
~ca × ~B
)
· ~cj in the seond line of Eq. (A2)
we are left with
f (0)a
ma
ρkT
{∑
j
ej
∫
d~cjf
(0)
j ~cj
[
A
(1)
j ~cj + A
(2)
j
(
~cj × ~B
)
+ A
(3)
j
~B
(
~cj · ~B
)]}
·
(
~ca × ~B
)
,
(A5)
and the rst term yields
∑
j
ej
∫
d~cjf
(0)
j A
(1)
j ~cj~cj =
1
3
∑
j
ej
∫
d~cjf
(0)
j A
(1)
j c
2
jI . (A6)
The seond one is
(
1
3
∑
j ej
∫
d~cjf
(0)
j A
(1)
j c
2
jI
)
× ~B. However,
[(
~ca × ~B
)
· I
]
× ~B =(
~ca × ~B
)
× ~B and sine the third term vanishes, ~B ·
(
~ca × ~B
)
= 0, we get after the
use of the identity∫
d~cj
[
c2j −
1
B2
(
~cj · ~B
)2]
f
(0)
j R (cj) =
2
3
∫
d~cjf
(0)
j R (cj) c
2
j , (A7)
for any arbitrary even funtion of cj, R (cj), that
M = −f (0)a
ea
ma
(
~ca × ~B
)
A
(1)
a + f
(0)
a
ea
ma
[
B2~ca − ~B
(
~ca · ~B
)]
A
(2)
a
+f (0)a
ma
ρkT
(
~ca × ~B
)
G
(1)
B − f (0)a
ma
ρkT
[
B2~ca − ~B
(
~ca · ~B
)]
G
(2)
B , (A8)
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where
G
(1)
B =
1
2
∑
j
ej
∫
d~cjf
(0)
j A
(1)
j
[
c2j −
1
B2
(
~cj · ~B
)2]
, (A9)
G
(2)
B =
1
2
∑
j
ej
∫
d~cjf
(0)
j A
(2)
j
[
c2j −
1
B2
(
~cj · ~B
)2]
. (A10)
When Eqs. (A8)-(A10) are substituted into Eq. (A1) we get a linear form in terms of
the basi vetors ~ca, ~ca× ~B and ~B
(
~ca · ~B
)
. Setting the oeients equal to zero we
obtain three equations, namely,(
mac
2
a
2kT
− 5
2
)
~ca =
eaB
2
ma
A
(2)
a ~ca −
ma
ρkT
B2~caG
2
B + C
(
A
(1)
a ~ca
)
+ C
(
A
(1)
a ~ca + A
(1)
b ~cb
)
,
(A11)
0 = − ea
ma
A
(1)
a
(
~ca × ~B
)
+
ma
ρkT
(
~ca × ~B
)
G
(1)
B + C
[
A
(2)
a
(
~ca × ~B
)]
+C
[
A
(2)
a
(
~ca × ~B
)
+ A
(2)
b
(
~cb × ~B
)]
, (A12)
0 = − ea
ma
A
(2)
a ~ca +
ma
ρkT
~caG
(2)
B + C
(
A
(3)
a ~ca
)
+ C
(
A
(3)
a ~ca + A
(3)
b ~cb
)
. (A13)
Multiplying the third equation by B2 and adding it to the rst one yields Eq. (15)
in the text whereas multiplying the seond one by iB and adding it to the rst one
yields Eq. (16) in the text. Idential results are obtained for speies b and also for
the D
(j)
i funtions i = a, b; j = 1, 2, 3. The only dierene, as we have pointed out
above is in the inhomogeneous term, and instead of the G funtion we obtain
K
(i)
B =
1
2
∑
j
ej
∫
d~cjf
(0)
j D
(i)
j
[
c2j −
1
B2
(
~cj · ~B
)2]
i = 1, 2 . (A14)
Appendix B: COLLISION INTEGRALS*
As mentioned in Set. IV, the evaluation of the transport oeients requires the
knowledge of twelve oeients of the series given in Eq. (19) and its analog for the
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D
(k)
j funtions, namely
α
(m)
i ≡ a(1)(m)i +B2a(3)(m)i i = a, b , m = 0, 1 , (B1)
δ
(m)
i ≡ d(1)(m)i +B2d(3)(m)i i = a, b , m = 0, 1 , (B2)
the m supersript denoting the order of the polynomial in Eq. (19) and
a
(m)
i ≡ a(1)(m)i + iBa(2)(m)i , (B3)
d
(m)
i ≡ d(1)(m)i + iBd(2)(m)i , (B4)
with the same values for i and m. Notie that α
(m)
i = a
(m)
i = a
(1)(m)
i if B = 0 and
the same relation holds for the d's.
The determination of the twelve independent oeients in Eqs. (B1)-(B4) is
ahieved using a variational method rst introdued by Hirshfelder [29℄ and after-
wards used by several authors [4, 5, 20, 22℄. It is based on the linearity property of the
linearized Boltzmann ollision kernel. Let Gij = Gij (~wi, ~wj) and Hij = Hij (~wi, ~wj)
be any two funtions of the dimensionless veloities ~wi and ~wj. Dene
[Gij , Hij]ij ≡ −
1
ninj
∫
...
∫
Gij
(
H ′ij −Hij
)
f
(0)
i f
(0)
j gijσ (Ω) dΩd~wid~wj , (B5)
where the subsript ij in the braket denotes integration over the variables ~wi and
~wj and the dierential ross setion σ (Ω) dΩ = b db dǫ for a ollision between two
partiles of speies i and j with an impat parameter b(≤ λd) and orbit inlination
ǫ.
Using the symmetry properties of the kernel in Eq. (B5), the fat that [ ]ij is a
linear operator and for any two arbitrary funtions Ki = Ki (~wi) and Lj = Lj (~wj)
the quantity {K, L},
{K, L} =
∑
i
ninj [Ki +Kj , Li + Lj]ij , (B6)
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is suh that
{K, L} = {L, K} , (B7)
{K, L+M} = {K, L}+ {K,M} , (B8)
and
{K, K} ≥ 0 , (B9)
where for obvious reasons the equality follows if and only if K is a linear ombination
of the ollisional invariants. Equation (B9) is the basis that sustains the variational
proedure. Let Ri and Rj be the sought solutions to Eq. (15). Let ti (~wi) (i = a, b)
be a solution to this equation. Then one an prove that [20, 22, 29℄
b∑
i=a
∫
d~wiIi (~wi) : ti (~wi) = {ti, ti} ≤ {Ri, Ri} , (B10)
where Ii (~wi), the inhomogeneous term, is known. Thus the trial funtion t must
be hosen so to maximize the ollision integral {Ri, Ri}. For the trial funtion we
propose that
~ti = ~ci
M∑
p=0
a(p)p S
(p)
3/2 (ci) , (B11)
so that M haraterizes the order of the approximation. The left side of Eq. (B10)
an be readily integrated after substitution of Eq. (B11) and use of Eq. (20). This
leads to the result that
15kT
(
na
ma
α(1)a +
nb
mb
α
(1)
b
)
= {t0, ti} . (B12)
We now hoose that, to a rst approximation, m = 0, 1 so that
Ki = Li = α
(0)
i ~ci + α
(1)
i S
(1)
3/2~ci i = a, b . (B13)
It is readily shown that for a binary mixture Eq. (B6) gives
{K, L} = 2n2a [Ka, La]aa + 2n2b [Kb, Lb]bb + 2nanb {[Ka, La]ab
+ [Ka, Lb]ab + [Kb, La]ab + [Kb, Lb]ab} . (B14)
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Equations (B13) and (B14), after a lengthy but straightforward algebra, lead to
a system of algebrai equations for α
(0)
a , α
(0)
b , α
(1)
a and α
(1)
b whose oeients are
fourteen ollision integrals whih must be expliitly evaluated. This is an exerise,
tedious but rather straightforward, whih yields the following results when mb ≫ ma
[22℄,
[~wa, ~wa]aa = [~wb, ~wb]bb = 0 ,
[~wa, ~wa]ab = ϕ ,
[~wb, ~wb]ab = M1ϕ ,[
~wa, ~wa
(
w2a −
5
2
)]
ab
=
3
2
ϕ ,
[
~wb, ~wb
(
w2b −
5
2
)]
ab
=
3
2
M21ϕ ,
[~wa, ~wb]ab = −
√
M1ϕ , (B15)[
~wi, ~wi
(
w2i −
5
2
)]
ii
= 0 i = a, b ,
[
~wa
(
w2a −
5
2
)
, ~wa
(
w2a −
5
2
)]
ab
=
13
4
ϕ ,
[
~wb
(
w2b −
5
2
)
, ~wb
(
w2b −
5
2
)]
ab
=
15
2
M1ϕ ,[
~wa
(
w2a −
5
2
)
, ~wb
(
w2b −
5
2
)]
ab
= −27
4
M
3/2
1 ϕ ,[
~wa, ~wb
(
w2b −
5
2
)]
ab
= −3
2
M
3/2
1 ϕ ,[
~wa
(
w2a −
5
2
)
, ~wb
]
ab
= −3
2
M
1/2
1 ϕ ,[
~wa
(
w2a −
5
2
)
, ~wa
(
w2a −
5
2
)]
aa
=
√
2ϕ ,
[
~wb
(
w2b −
5
2
)
, ~wb
(
w2b −
5
2
)]
bb
=
√
2M1ϕ ,
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where
M1 =
ma
ma +mb
,
and
ϕ ≡ 1
nτ
=
e4ψ
4 (2π)3/2
√
maǫ20 (kT )
3/2
, (B16)
where all symbols are dened in Eq. (44) and ψ in Eq. (45). The mean free time
τ is dened here as the inverse of the ollision integral ϕ; we stress here that the
logarithmi funtion is a onsequene of the evaluation of the ollision integrals.
Using these ollision integrals and Eq. (B16) the resulting algebrai system, too long
to be given here, is maximized to satisfy Eq. (B10) making use of the subsidiary
onditions Eqs. (25) and (26). After the system is solved one nds that
α(0)a = 2.94τ = a
(1)(0)
a +B
2a(3)(0)a ,
α(1)a = 1.96τ = a
(1)(1)
a +B
2a(3)(1)a , (B17)
α
(1)
b = 107τ = a
(1)(1)
b +B
2a
(3)(1)
b .
Here we have introdued the restritive (but ompletely unneessary) ondition that
the plasma is fully ionized, na = nb =
n
2
so by Eq. (25) α
(0)
a = α
(0)
b . Also mb ≫ ma
(mp = 1836me) so that M1 ∼ memp .
An idential alulation for the D
(k)
j funtions leads to the results that
δ(0)a = −δ(0)b = 1.2τ = d(1)(0)a +B2d(3)(0)a ,
δ(1)a = 0.29τ = d
(1)(1)
a +B
2d(3)(1)a , (B18)
δ
(1)
b = 1.5× 10−3τ = d(1)(1)b +B2d(3)(1)b .
The solution to Eq. (16) is slightly more sophistiated due to the presene of the two
eld dependent terms in its right side. The method followed is apparently due to N.
Davison [20, 33℄. One proposes a trial funtion ζi and onstruts a funtional D (ζi)
30
by multiplying Eq. (16) by ζi and integrating over d~ci and summing for i = a, b.
It then follows that the term ontaining G vanishes on aount of the subsidiary
onditions, Eqs. (C1). One then seeks a solution satisfying the extremal ondition
δD (ζi) = 0 ,
onsistent with Eqs. (C1), after ϕ
(1)
i is substituted by Eq. (12). Using then the in-
variane of the ollision kernels under the exhange of veloities ~cj → ~c′j , ~ci → ~c′i and
mirosopi reversibility, one gets an equation for ζi onsistent with Eqs. (C1) whih
is of the form
f
(0)
i
(
mic
2
i
2kT
− 5
2
)
~ci = 2iB
ei
mi
f
(0)
i ~ciζi + f
(0)
i [C (~ciζi) + C (~ciζi + ~cjζj)] .
If we now hoose for ζi
ζi =
M∑
m=0
a
(m)
i S
(m)
3/2 (ci) ,
and substitute bak into the equation for D (ζi), the left side is readily integrated
leading to the result that
5kT
∑
i
ni
mi
a
(1)
i = −3iBkT
∑
i
eini
m2i
[
2
(
a
(0)
i
)2
+ 5
(
a
(1)
i
)2]
− 1
4
{K, L} ,
where {K, L} is given by Eq. (B14). The remaining of the proedure is the same as
in the previous ase so that after maximizing the resulting set of algebrai equations,
solving them, and separating real and imaginary parts [see Eqs. (B3)-(B4)℄ one gets
that
Re
[
a(0)a
]
=
τ
∆1
(
56.3− 662x2 − 2.25x4)
Im
[
a(0)a
]
=
τ
∆1
(
647x+ 2.2x3
)
Re
[
a(1)a
]
=
τ
∆1
(
37.5 + 2147x2 + 7.3x4
)
(B19)
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Im
[
a(1)a
]
=
τ
∆1
(
206x+ 2649x3 + 9x5
)
Re
[
a
(1)
b
]
=
τ
M1∆1
(
1.12 + 121.2x2 + 154.4x4
)
Im
[
a
(1)
b
]
= − τ
M1∆1
(
0.06x+ 7x3 + 9x5
)
where ∆1 is dened in Eq. (33) and x =
eB
me
= 1.76× 1011τB if B is given in teslas.
By a ompletely idential proedure,
Re
[
d(0)a
]
=
τ
∆1
(
22.8 + 55.3x2 + 0.19x4
)
Im
[
d(0)a
]
=
τ
∆1
(
234x+ 331.9x3 + 1.12x5
)
Re
[
d(1)a
]
=
τ
∆1
(
5.6− 66.2x2 − 0.22x4) (B20)
Im
[
d(1)a
]
=
τ
∆1
(
64.7x+ 0.22x3
)
Re
[
d
(1)
b
]
=
τ
∆1
(
0.03− 4.1x2 − 0.22x4)
Im
[
d
(1)
b
]
=
τ
∆1
(
.66x− 3.6x3)
Notie that onsistently in both ases, if B = 0 the real parts of these equations
agree with the results given in Eqs. (B19) and (B20). These equations are those
needed to evaluate all the transport oeients appearing in the text.
* The authors are deeply grateful to Prof. Leonardo Dagdug for heking all the
values of the ollision integrals listed in this appendix and for his aid in all the rather
involved algebrai steps involved in these alulations.
Appendix C: SUBSIDIARY CONDITIONS
In Set. II it is asserted that Eq. (8) is a solution to the homogeneous part
of Eq. (7). This statement has a deeper signiane. In fat, as it is well known
32
any linear ombination of the onserved variables mi, mi~vi and
1
2
miv
2
i (i = a, b)
is a solution to homogeneous part. This leads to a loal distribution whih has
ve undetermined parameters, all depending of position ~r and time t. To uniquely
determine them one assumes that the ve loal variables n (~r, t), ~u (~r, t) and ε (~r, t)
are determined by f
(0)
i and not by the full distribution funtion fi (~r, ~vi, t). This is
the way the loal equilibrium assumption is fored into the kineti formalism thus
implying that, for a multiomponent system,
∑
i
∫
f
(0)
i ϕ
(n)
i


mi
mi~ci
1
2
mic
2
i


d~ci = 0 n ≥ 1 , (C1)
where ϕ
(n)
i is the n
th
oeient in the Knudsen expansion of fi [Eq. (9)℄. Equations
(C1) are the so-alled subsidiary onditions that all ϕi's must obey.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. The Soret oeients (S‖, solid; S⊥, dotted; Ss, dashed) for n = 10
21m−3
and T = 107K.
Fig. 2. The behavior of the three thermal ondutivities (κ‖, solid; κ⊥, dotted;
κs, dashed) for n = 10
21m−3 and T = 107K.
Fig. 3. The behavior of the thermal diusion oeients D (D‖, solid; D⊥, dot-
ted; Ds, dashed) onsistent with the ondition x < 1 for n = 10
21m−3
and T = 107K.
Fig. 4. The eetive thermal ondutivity κ∗⊥ ompared with κ⊥ for n = 10
21m−3
and T = 107K.
Fig. 5. The eetive thermal ondutivity κ∗s ompared with κs for n = 10
21m−3
and T = 107K.
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